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Abstract
The locally supersymmetric extension of the most general gravity
theory in three dimensions leading to first order field equations for
the vielbein and the spin connection is constructed. Apart from the
Einstein-Hilbert term with cosmological constant, the gravitational
sector contains the Lorentz-Chern-Simons form and a term involving
the torsion each with arbitrary couplings. The supersymmetric exten-
sion is carried out for vanishing and negative effective cosmological
constant, and it is shown that the action can be written as a Chern-
Simons theory for the supersymmetric extension of the Poincare and
AdS groups, respectively. Here we introduce a duality map between
different gravity theories that greatly simplifies the construction. This
map relies on the different ways to make geometry emerge from a sin-
gle gauge potential. The extension for N = p + q gravitini is also
performed.
1 Introduction
Three dimensional gravity is a useful toy model to give an insight into the
problems of four dimensional gravity, which is a notoriously difficult theory
especially at the quantum level. Being a generally covariant theory of gravity
in three dimensions, it captures many of the basic conceptual features of
∗E-mails: giacomini, steve, ratron-at-cecs.cl
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four dimensional General Relativity but avoiding many of the computational
difficulties.
The systematic study of three dimensional gravity was put forward by
Deser, Jackiw and ’t Hooft [1]. The essence of the simplicity is due to the
fact that the gravitational field has no local degrees of freedom away from
the sources. In fact in vacuum the solutions are given by flat or constant
curvature spacetimes in the case of a cosmological constant. In spite of this,
the theory is not trivial as for example there are black hole solutions (known
as BTZ black holes) in the case of negative cosmological constant [2].
One of the most remarkable facts about three-dimensional gravity is that
it can be written as a gauge theory with Chern-Simons action [3, 4], where
the gauge group is given by the AdS, dS or Poincare´ group for negative,
positive and zero cosmological constant respectively. Chern-Simons theory
in three dimensions is a theory of flat connections. This is related to the
fact, mentioned above, that three dimensional gravity has no local degrees
of freedom. The locally supersymmetric extension of General Relativity in
three dimensions has been done by Deser and Kay [5], and it has been shown
that it can be written as a Chern-Simons theory for negative [3] or vanishing
[6, 7] cosmological constant.
To be more precise, the Chern-Simons gauge theory is equivalent to Gen-
eral Relativity in the first order formalism. That is, the spin connection
and the vielbein are considered as independent variables1. However, there
is a more general action for gravity in three dimensions which apart from
the Einstein-Hilbert term with cosmological constant, contains the Lorentz-
Chern-Simons form and a term involving the torsion each with arbitrary
couplings [8, 9]. It has been shown that this model can also be written as
a Chern-Simons theory [10, 11]. This is also known as the Mielke-Baekler
model. This is the three dimensional case of the gravitational theories with
torsion in arbitrary dimension considered in Ref. [9]. This more general
theory of gravity is interesting also because it admits a black hole solution
1Conformal gravity and supergravity can also be formulated along these lines, as done
in [13] and [14] respectively.
Another nontrivial development of 3-D gravity is topologically massive gravity [15], where
the Lorentz Chern-Simons term for the spin connection is not independent, but a function
of the vielbein. One obtains then higher derivative field equations with massive gravitons.
Also in this theory black hole solutions are known and the thermodymamics has been stud-
ied (see e.g., [16] and references therein). The supersymmetric extension of topologically
massive gravity has been studied in Ref. [5].
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with negative Riemannian curvature [12] which is essentially a BTZ black
hole with torsion.
In this paper, we show how to construct the supersymmetric extension
of this more general model for negative and vanishing cosmological constant,
first for N = 1 and then for N gravitini. It is shown that the construction is
greatly simplified by making use of the mapping between different theories of
gravity presented here, which which allows one to map between the standard
theory without torsion and the more general theory including torsion. This
mapping is shown to arise as a consequence of considering the different ways
to make geometry emerge from a single gauge potential. That is to say,
there are different ways of relating the gauge field of a Chern-Simons theory
with the geometrical quantities, the vielbein and spin connection. Hence,
although the action is the same in terms of the gauge field, the ambiguity
in the identification of some of the gauge fields with the vielbein actually
generates different posibilities which turn out to be physically inequivalent
when one wants to make contact with gravity. This becomes more explicit
when one couples the theory to some standard extenal source, which explicitly
depends on the metric.
The structure of the paper is the following: In Section 2 we give a brief
review of the most general theory of gravity in first order formalism in three
dimensions. Then in Section 3 we construct its N = 1 supersymmetric
extension. Section 4 is devoted to explore different ways of making geometry
to emerge from a gauge field. This turns out to be useful to formulate a
map between different theories of gravity, which is discussed in Section 5.
In Section 6 we show how the supergravity theory constructed in Section 3
can be obtained applying the map discussed above to the standard theory.
Finally, in section 7 we show that the map is particularly useful in order to
perform the extension to N = p+ q supersymmetries.
2 The most general first order action for
three-dimensional gravity
The most general gravitational action in three dimensions that is invariant
under local Lorentz transformations, up to a surface term, leading to first
3
order field equations for the dreibein ea, and the spin connection ωab is [8, 9]
IG(e
a, ωa) =
∫
2α1e
aRa − α2
3
ǫabce
aebec + α3L3(ω
a) + α4eaT
a . (1)
Here ωa stands for the dual of the spin connection, ωa := 1
2
ǫabcωab, and L3(ω
a)
is the Lorentz-Chern-Simons form given by
L3(ω
a) = ωadω
a +
1
3
ǫabcω
aωbωc . (2)
The wedge product between forms is understood.
The field equations obtained from the variation of (1) with respect to the
dreibein and the spin connection read
2α1Ra − α2ǫabcebec + 2α4Ta = 0 , (3)
2α1Ta + 2α3Ra + α4ǫabce
bec = 0 , (4)
respectively, which imply that the three-dimensional geometry must be of
constant curvature and torsion2 given by
Ra =
1
2
(
β2 +
σ
l2
)
ǫabc e
bec , (5)
Ta = −βǫabc ebec , (6)
where the constants β and l are fixed only by means of the couplings appear-
ing in the action3
β = −1
2
α3α2 + α4α1
α3α4 − α21
; β2 +
σ
l2
= −α1α2 + α
2
4
α3α4 − α21
. (7)
We have introduced σ = ±1 or 0.
The spin connection can be decomposed as
ωab = ω˜ab + kab ,
where ω˜ab is the (torsion-free) Levi-Civita connection, and kab stands for the
contorsion, which by Eq. (6) is fixed as
kab = βǫabc ec . (8)
2By constant torsion we mean that the torsion is constant and completely antisymmet-
ric when its indices are lowered.
3The case of α3α4−α21 = 0 is pathological, since the field equations (3) and (4) become
linearly dependent.
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Thus, the curvature two-form can be decomposed in terms of its Riemannian
part R˜ab and the contorsion one-form kab as
Rab = R˜ab + D˜kab + kack
cb ,
where D˜ is the covariant derivative with the Levi-Civita connection ω˜ab.
Hence, Eqs. (5) and (8) imply that spacetime has constant curvature since
the Riemannian part of the curvature acquires the form
R˜ab =
σ
l2
eaeb . (9)
where σ
l2
is the effective cosmological constant.
The minimal local supersymmetric extension of the action (1) is carried
out in the next section.
3 Locally supersymmetric extension with
N = 1
Let us consider the following action principle
I(ea, ωa, ψ) = IG + Iψ , (10)
where the gravitational sector is given by IG in Eq. (1), and the fermionic
term reads
Iψ = −
(
α1 − α3
(
β − 1
l
))
ψ¯
(
D − 1
2
(
β +
1
l
)
eaΓa
)
ψ , (11)
where ψ = ψµdx
µ is the gravitino, whose Lorentz covariant derivative is given
by Dψ = dψ− 1
2
ωaΓa . Therefore, when the effective cosmological constant is
negative or zero one can see that, the action (10) is invariant, up to a surface
term, under the following local supersymmetry transformations spanned by
ǫ = ǫ(x),
δea =
1
2
ǫ¯Γaψ ,
δωa = −1
2
(
β − 1
l
)
ǫ¯Γaψ , (12)
δψ = Dǫ− 1
2
(
β +
1
l
)
eaΓaǫ .
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Note that apart from diffeormorphisms, local supersymmetry transforma-
tions (12), and the manifest local Lorentz symmetry spanned by, λa = λa(x),
δea = ǫabcebλc ,
δωa = Dλa , (13)
δψ = −1
2
λaΓaψ ,
the action (10) has an extra local symmetry which is spanned by a vector
χa = χa(x):
δea = Dχa + βǫabcebχc,
δωa =
1
l2
ǫabcebχc − β
(
Dχa + βǫabcebχa
)
, (14)
δψ =
1
2l
χaΓaψ .
One may check that the transformations (14) together with the local Lorentz
symmetry (13) close, merging into the AdS algebra SO(2, 2) which is isomor-
phic to Sp(2)×Sp(2). Once the supersymmetry tranformations are included,
one verifies that the whole set in Eqs. (12), (13), and (14) closes off-shell and
without the need of auxiliary fields into the OSp(2|1)× Sp(2) superalgebra,
which is the minimal supersymmetric extension of the AdS algebra.
Analogously, in the limit l →∞, the transformations (12), (13), and (14)
close off-shell in the Super Poincare´ algebra with N = 1.
It is natural then to see whether the action principle (10) can be written in
a manifestly covariant way under this gauge symmetry. It is worth pointing
out that the local symmetries (12), (13), and (14) can be obtained from gauge
tranformations of a single super AdS connection given by
A = (ωa + βea) Ja +
ea
l
Pa +
1√
l
ψαQα , (15)
where Ja, Pa, and Qα are the generators of Lorentz transformations, AdS
boosts, and supersymmetry, respectively, spanning the OSp(2|1) × Sp(2)
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algebra4:
[Ja, Jb] = ǫabcJ
c ; [Ja, Pb] = ǫabcP
c ; [Pa, Pb] = ǫabcJ
c , (16)
[Ja, Qα] = [Pa, Qα] = −1
2
(Γa)
β
αQβ ; {Qα, Qβ} = (CΓa)αβ(Ja + Pa). (17)
Indeed, for a gauge transformation
δA = dλ+ [A, λ] , (18)
choosing the Lie algebra valued parameter as λ = λaJa the Lorentz trans-
formations (13) are recovered, and choosing λ = χ
a
l
Pa one obtains the AdS
boosts in Eq. (14). Local supersymmetry transformations (12) are similarly
obtained from (18) using λ = ǫαQα.
Therefore, the dreibein, the spin connection and the gravitino can be
seen as different components of a single connection A for the gauge group
OSp(2|1)×Sp(2) as in Eq. (15). Using the fact that the gauge group admits
two independent bilinear invariant forms, one can show that the supergravity
action (10) can be written, up to a surface term, as a Chern-Simons theory
for the gauge field (15). This task is explicitly performed in section 6 and
the extension for N = p+ q gravitini is done in section 7.
Note that the identification of the components of the gauge potential in
equation (15) with the vielbein and the spin connection is not performed in
the standard way as in Refs. [3], [4]. For the purely gravitational sector,
this general identification is shown to be equivalent to the one performed in
[10] for the AdS group, as well as the one in [11] for the dS and Poincare´.
This fact was used to show that the gravitational sector can be formulated
as a Chern-Simons theory for any value of the effective cosmological constant
σ/l2, which determines the gauge group.
4The relative sign at the r.h.s. of the anticommutator corresponds to which of the
copies of Sp(2) has been extended to OSp(2|1). Choosing the other copy amounts to
make the replacement l → −l everywhere, and reversing the overall sign in the fermionic
action.
In the vanishing cosmological constant limit the super Poincare´ algebra is recovered
taking the Ino¨nu¨-Wigner contraction. This is performed through rescaling the generators
as Pa → l−1Pa, Qα → l−1/2Qα, and taking the limit l →∞.
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4 Different ways to make geometry emerge
from a single gauge potential
Here we address the issue of different possibilities to make geometry emerge
from a connection for the AdS, dS and Poincare groups.
Any component of the gauge potential can not be identified arbitrar-
ily with the vielbein and the spin connection since in general they would not
transform suitably under the corresponding Lorentz subgroup. Thus the pos-
sible identifications must satisfy the requirement that under a local Lorentz
transformation with parameter λa they transform as
δea = ǫabcebλc , (19)
δωa = Dλa . (20)
Let us explicitly find different possible identifications between gauge fields
for the AdS group and geometry in three dimensions. The AdS group is
spanned by the Lorentz generators Ja and the AdS boosts Pa with the Lie
algebra (16). A gauge connection for the AdS group then reads
A = BaJa + C
aPa , (21)
where Ba and Ca are its components. Let us consider a Lie algebra-valued
parameter of the form
λ = λaJa + χ
aPa , (22)
Thus, under an infinitesimal gauge transformation the connection transforms
as
δA = dλ+ [A, λ] ,
which means that its components transform according to
δBa = dλa +Baλbǫabc + C
aχbǫabc , (23)
δCa = dχa + Caλbǫabc +B
aχbǫabc . (24)
Now in order to relate the spin connection and dreibein with the gauge fields
Ba and Ca, it is natural to consider an arbitrary combination of them. We
must verify that they transform as in Eqs. (19) and (20) under a local Lorentz
subgroup.
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For simplicity let us consider a linear relation between the gauge fields
Ba, Ca with the vielbein ea and spin connection ωa of the form5
Ba = αωa + βea , (25)
Ca = γea + µωa . (26)
Inserting these last equations in (23), (24) we obtain the transformation law
for the would-be vielbein and spin connection ea and ωa. For the would-be
vielbein one obtains that it transforms as
(µβ − γα)δec = d(µλc − αχc) +
µ(αωaλbǫabc + βe
aλbǫabc + γe
aχaǫabc + µω
aχbǫabc) (27)
−α(γeaλbǫabc + µωaλbǫabc + αωaχbǫabc + βeaχbǫabc) .
Since the vielbein must transform as a vector under the Lorentz group as
given in eq.(19), the inhomogeneous term containing the exterior derivative
in Eq. (27) necessarily has to do with AdS boosts, as it occurs in Eq. (14),
with parameter αχa − µλa. As we need to focus just on the local Lorentz
tranformations, without loosing generality, we can impose the AdS boost
parameter to vanish, i.e.,
αχa = µλa .
One can then insert this back in (27), but in order to recover the correct
tranformation law for the vielbein, one must impose the cancelation of the
terms containing ωa, which leads to the condition
µ
(
α2 − µ2) = 0 ,
which is solved for µ = 0 or µ2 = α2. The case µ2 = α2 is discarded since
it would transform as a scalar, δea = 0, so that ea cannot be identified with
the vielbein. The remaining possibility, µ = 0, exactly reproduces the vector
transformation law (19) required for the vielbein.
5Note this is not the most general linear combinations which can be considered. An
example that is not contained in our ansatz is A = −e0P0 + Piǫ0ijωj + ω0J0 + Jiǫ0ijej .
For this choice the dreibein and the spin connection transform in the correct way under
the Lorentz group. This possibility arises from the fact that the AdS group is SO(2, 2),
so there is an ambiguity in choosing the time direction. Notice that this is just an AdS
transformation and so it does not change the form of the action.
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The transformation law for the would-be spin connection ωa can then be
found plugging the above results back in Eq. (23), and it reads
αδωa = dλa + αǫabcωbλc .
Hence, α = 1 is required to reproduce the transformation (20), so that ωa
can be identified with the spin connection.
In sum, according to our ansatz, the way to make geometry emerge from
a connection for the AdS group is obtained extracting the spin connection
and the vielbein from the gauge fields Ba and Ca from the following relation
Ba = ωa + βea ,
Ca =
1
l
ea , (28)
which depends on two arbitrary parameters β and l := γ−1, so that the gauge
field is given by
A = (ωa + βea)Ja +
1
l
eaPa . (29)
Following the same reasoning, the same identification as in Eq. (28), or
equivalently (29), can be readily found for the Poincare´ and dS groups. For
all the cases the algebra reads
[Ja, Jb] = ǫabcJ
c ; [Ja, Pb] = ǫabcP
c ; [Pa, Pb] = −σǫabcJc , (30)
where
σ =


1 : dS
0 : Poincare´
−1 : AdS
.
It can be seen that the parameters l and β acquire a precise geometrical inter-
pretation when one deals with flat connections as follows. The identification
(28) leads to the curvature F = dA+ A2, which in components reads
F =
(
Ra + βT a +
1
2
(
β2 − σ
l2
)
ǫabcebec
)
Ja +
1
l
(
T a + βǫabcebec
)
Pa ,
so that for flat connections, characterized by F = 0, the curvature and torsion
two-forms are given by
Ra =
1
2
(
β2 +
σ
l2
)
ǫabce
bec , (31)
Ta = −βǫabcebec , (32)
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so that the geometry is decribed by spacetimes of constant curvature and
torsion. Therefore, β parametrizes the torsion and l parametrizes the radius
of curvature, since its Riemannian part turns out to be
R˜ab =
σ
l2
eaeb .
Note that since Eqs. (31) and (32) were obtained from requiring the gauge
field (29) to be locally flat, i.e., from F = 0, they correspond to the field
equations for a Chern-Simons theory. On the other hand, since Eqs. (31)
and (32) are exactly the same as the ones coming from the most general action
for gravity in three-dimensions described by (1) it goes without saying that,
at least at the level of the field equations, both theories are equivalent.
The standard identification done for torsionless gravity, as in Refs. [3, 4],
corresponds then to setting β = 0.
5 A map between different geometries and
gravity theories
Here we show that the identification that allows one to extract the vielbein
and the spin connection from a gauge potential given by Eq. (28) natu-
rally provides a map between different geometries which are solutions of the
Mielke-Baekler model with different coupling constants.
This can be seen as follows: suppose we have an AdS, dS or Poincare´
gauge theory with connection A. Starting from the conventional identifica-
tion β = 0 and γ = 1
l
, we can define the following mapping:
ωa → ωa + βea; ea → ea, (33)
i.e. the spin connection is shifted by a term proportional to the vielbein.
Because of the results of the previous section, this mapping does not spoil
the identification between gauge fields and geometry. But it changes the form
of the action when written in terms of the spin connection and the vielbein.
Note that we could also have rescaled the vielbein. However this would just
amount to a rescaling of the cosmological constant and so can be neglected
without loss of generality.
For example, let us see the effect of this mapping on the AdS action. The
most general action for gravity with negative cosmological constant giving
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field equations that imply vanishing torsion in three dimensions, is given by
the sum of the standard Einstein-Hilbert and the exotic action. This can be
written as:
IAdS =
∫
κ
(
2Raea +
1
3l2
ǫabce
aebec
)
+ k
(
L3(ω
a) +
1
l2
T aea
)
. (34)
The existence of an exotic action is due to the fact that for the AdS algebra in
three dimensions we have two nondegenerate invariant bilinear forms. This
is not the most general gravity theory in three dimensions since it has only
three free parameters. This action gives as equations of motion
2Ra = − 1
l2
ǫabce
bec ; T a = 0
Making now the shift in the spin connection as defined in equation (33) the
action (34) is mapped into the following one:
I ′ =
∫
(2κ+ 2kβ)Raea +
(
κ
3l2
+ κβ2 +
k
l2
β + k
β3
3
)
ǫabce
aebec (35)
+kL3(ω) +
(
k
l2
+ 2κβ + kβ2
)
T aea
The starting action (34) had three free parameters namely κ, k and 1/l2
but now we have four free parameters, β being arbitrary. The action I ′ is
therefore is of the form given in (1) with coefficients
α1 = κ+ kβ, (36)
α2 = −3
(
κ
3l2
+ κβ2 +
k
l2
β + k
β3
3
)
, (37)
α3 = k, (38)
α4 =
k
l2
+ 2κβ + kβ2. (39)
The shift in the spin connection has therefore the effect of mapping the
action (34) into a Mielke-Baekler action (1) for every value of β. Furthermore
we can invert the relations (39)
k = α3, (40)
κ = α1 − α3β, (41)
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and β and l are given by (7). This means that, starting from the action
(34), with a suitable choice of β we can recover every point in the parameter
space of the Mielke-Baekler model which has negative effective cosmological
constant. Therefore also the solutions of the original action (34) are mapped
into solutions of the Mielke Baekler model. We would like to stress that this
fact can be used to greatly simplify the construction of the supersymmetric
extension of the Mielke Baekler model, since this task can be done by knowing
the SUSY extension of the action (34), and applying the map.
The parameter β which characterises the field redefinition, is related to
the contorsion of the resulting theory by (8). The effective cosmological con-
stant 1/l2 is left unchanged by the field redefinition. Note that the map
presented here can also be applyed in the cases where the effective cosmo-
logical constant is nonnegative.
As an application of the map, in the next section we show how the super-
gravity theory constructed in section 3 can be recovered from the standard
supergravity theory with N = 1.
6 Recovering the most general supergravity
theory with N = 1 from the map
It is useful to recall that in three dimensions, the AdS group is isomorphic to
Sp(2)×Sp(2). This can be easily seen changing the basis of the AdS algebra
( 16) according to Ja = J
+
a + J
−
a and Pa = J
+
a − J−a , where J+a and J−a are
the generators of each individual copy of Sp(2). The connection in this basis
is given by
A = Aa+J
+
a + A
a
−J
−
a .
The standard way of making geometry emerge, in this basis reads:
Aa+ = ω
a +
1
l
ea , Aa− = ω
a − 1
l
ea.
The most general AdS gravity theory, obtained by making the shift (33), in
this basis is:
Aa+ = ω
a +
(
β +
1
l
)
ea , Aa− = ω
a +
(
β − 1
l
)
ea .
This basis is particularly suitable for treating supergravity because the
minimal supersymmetric extension of the AdS algebra is obtained just by
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supersymmetrizing one of the copies, that is OSp(2|1)×Sp(2). The OSp(2|1)
algebra is:
[J+a , J
+
b ] = ǫabcJ
c
+,
[J+a , Qα] = −
1
2
(Γa)
β
αQβ, (42)
{Qα, Qβ} = (CΓa)αβJ+a .
The supersymmetric AdS action will be made from a OSp(2|1) connection
A+ = Aa+J+a + ψαQα/
√
l and a Sp(2) connection A− = Aa−J−a .
Let us first review the supersymmetric Einstein-Hilbert action with neg-
ative cosmological constant. This is constructed as a Chern-Simons theory
whose Lagrangian, L, satisfies
〈F2+〉 − 〈F2−〉 = dL, making the standard
identification Aa+ = ω
a+ ea/l and Aa− = ω
a− ea/l. We use the matrix repre-
sentation of the generators given in Appendix B. In this case the invariant
bilinear form is the (super)trace. The action reads:
I1 = κˆ
∫
M
1
2
{Lcs(A+)− LCS (A−)} − 1
l
ψ¯∇ψ (43)
where LCS(A) = 〈AdA+ 23A3〉. The action reduces to
I1 =
κˆ
l
∫
M
2eaRa +
1
3l2
ǫabce
aebec − ψ¯∇ψ,
up to a surface term. Here ∇ψ is the covariant derivative with respect to
the connection A+, which, in terms of the vielbein and spin connection is
∇ψ = (dψ − 1
2
ωaΓaψ − 12leaΓaψ) ≡ Dψ − 12leaΓaψ.
In order to obtain the most general supersymmetric AdS action in three
dimensions with N = 1, we proceed as follows: we add to the standard
supersymmetric Einstein-Hilbert action the supersymmetric “exotic action”.
The exotic action is constructed from STr(F2+) + Tr(F2−) = dLexotic, and it
reads
Iexotic = k
∫
M
1
l2
eaTa + ICS(ω)− 1
l
ψ¯∇ψ.
The sum of the two actions I1 and Iexotic reads:
I =
∫
M
κ
(
2eaRa +
1
3l2
ǫabce
aebec
)
+ k
(
ICS(ω) +
1
l2
eaTa
)
−
(
κ+
k
l
)
ψ¯∇ψ
where we have redefined κ = κˆ/l.
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The last action is the starting point for recovering the N = 1 supersym-
metric extension of the most general gravity theory, described by the action
(10). In fact applying the mapping ωa → ωa + βea the previous action is
mapped
I → I ′ (44)
where I ′ is given by
I ′ = (2κ+ 2kβ)Raea +
(
κ
3l2
+ κβ2 +
k
l2
β + k
β3
3
)
ǫabce
aebec (45)
+kICS +
(
k
l2
+ 2κβ + kβ2
)
T aea −
(
κ+
k
l
)
ψ¯(∇− β
2
eaΓa)ψ .
We make now the same redefinitions as in (39) and so we obtain the action
IG of eq. (1) plus the following fermionic term
−
(
α1 − α3
(
β − 1
l
))
ψ¯
(
D − 1
2
(
β +
1
l
)
eaΓa
)
ψ
And the supersymmetry transformations can be obtained by applying the
shift (33) to the known transformations of the torsion free case which are
then as in (12). The Poincare case is obtained for N = 1 simply by taking
the limit l →∞.
Notice that for β2 − 1/l2 = 0 the vielbein decouples from the fermionic
term and so the gravitino does not contribute to the stress-energy tensor.
This is related to the fact that in this case one of the SL(2, R) connections
becomes A+ = ω
aJa. This case is characterized by zero curvature but nonzero
torsion, which in literature is known as teleparallel gravity (as a review see
e.g. [17]).
7 The N = p + q gravitini case
In this section the locally supersymmetric extension of the most general the-
ory of gravity in three dimensions for N = p+ q gravitini is constructed. In
order to do this we will start from the linear combination of the N = p+q ac-
tion of standard three-dimensional supergravity of Achucarro and Townsend
[3], and the N = p+ q “exotic” theory, and then apply the map in order to
obtain the local supersymmetric extension of the more general theory. Let us
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therefore briefly recall the model of Achucarro and Townsend. As the AdS
group is isomorphic to the Sp(2)× Sp(2) group we can obtain a supersym-
metric extension with N gravitini of the AdS theory by supersymmetrizing
separately each copy of the Sp(2) group. The result is then a Chern-Simons
theory for the OSp(2|p)× OSp(2|q) group with N = p+ q.
The OSp(2|p) algebra is spanned by the generators J+a of Sp(2), Mij of
SO(p) and Qiα satisfying
[J+a ,Mij ] = 0 ,
[J+a , J
+
b ] = ǫabcJ
c
[J+a , Q
i
α] = −
1
2
(Γa)
β
αQ
i
β ,
[Mij ,Mkl] = ηliMkj − ηkiMlj − ηljMki + ηkjMli , (46)
[Mij , Q
k
α] = (mij)
k
lQ
l
α ,
{Qkα, Qlβ} = (CΓa)αβJ+a ηkl +
1
2
cαβM
kl ,
where (mkl)i j are given by:
(mkl)i j =
(
ηikδl j − ηilδkj
)
(47)
and provide a representation for SO(p). We define a superconnection A±.
A+ = Aa+Ja +
ψαi√
l
Qiα −
1
2
aklMkl (48)
with the index i running from 1 to p. Similarly we define a superconnection
for the OSp(2|q) algebra:
A− = Aa−Ja +
ψαI√
l
QIα −
1
2
bIJMIJ (49)
with the index I running from 1 to q.
The matrix representation for the connection A is given in Appendix C
where the Chern-Simons term was derived. The Chern-Simons Lagrangian
for OSp(2|p) is:
L+ =
1
2
LCS(A+)− LCS(ai j)− ψ¯k∇+ψk
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where the covariant derivative is
∇+ψj = dψj − 1
2
Aa+Γaψj − akjψk .
For OSp(2|q) the Lagrangian is:
L− =
1
2
LCS(A−)− LCS(bIJ)− ψ¯I∇−ψI
The covariant derivative is
∇−ψI = dψI − 1
2
Aa−ΓaψI − bJIψJ .
Our starting point to construct the most general supergravity action in three
dimensions is to take a combination of the L+ and L− actions of the form
I = κl(L+ − L−) + k(L+ + L−). (50)
With the standard identification Aa± = ω
a±ea/l, the action I can be rewritten
as
I = IAdS − l
[
κ+
k
l
]
Tr
(
ada+
2
3
a3
)
+l
[
κ− k
l
]
Tr
(
bdb+
2
3
b3
)
−
[
κ +
k
l
]
ψ¯i
([
D − 1
2l
eaΓa
]
ψi − aijψj
)
+
[
κ− k
l
]
ψ¯I
([
D +
1
2l
eaΓa
]
ψI − bIJψJ
)
, (51)
where the gravitational part of the action, IAdS, is given by eq.(34). This is
the known (p, q) AdS supergravity action [3].
We now construct the more general AdS supergravity action. This is
obtained by applying the map ωa → ωa + βea. The action is then mapped
I → I ′ (52)
with
I ′ = IG + Ia + Ib + I
+
ψ + I
−
ψ ,
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where IG is the most general gravity action in three dimensions given by eq.
(1) and the pieces involving the gauge fields are
Ia := lα+Tr
(
ada +
2
3
a3
)
,
Ib := lα−Tr
(
bdb+
2
3
b3
)
,
and the fermionic pieces are given by
I+ψ := α+ψ¯
i
([
D − 1
2
(
β +
1
l
)
eaΓa
]
ψi − aijψj
)
,
I−ψ := α−ψ¯
I
([
D − 1
2
(
β − 1
l
)
eaΓa
]
ψI − bIJψJ
)
.
The coefficients α± are defined by:
α± := ∓
[
α1 − α3
(
β ∓ 1
l
)]
. (53)
The action is invariant under Lorentz transformations, AdS boosts and
supersymmetry as well as the SO(p)× SO(q) gauge symmetry.
Under a SUSY transformation the fields transform as
δea =
1
2
ǫ¯iΓaψi +
1
2
ǫ¯IΓaψI ,
δψi = Dǫi − 1
2
(
β +
1
l
)
eaΓaǫ
i ,
δψI = DǫI − 1
2
(
β − 1
l
)
eaΓaǫ
I , (54)
δωa = −1
2
(
β − 1
l
)
ǫ¯iΓaψi − 1
2
(
β +
1
l
)
ǫ¯IΓaψI ,
δai j = −
1
2
√
l
(ǫ¯iψj − ψ¯iǫj)
δbIJ = −
1
2
√
l
(ǫ¯IψJ − ψ¯IǫJ )
In the case of more than one supersymmetry one cannot take naively the
limit l →∞ to obtain the Poincare´ case as it does not give a supersymmetric
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theory. The correct approach is shown in ref. [7] where a direct sum of the
standard (p, q) super AdS algebra and an so(p) ⊕ so(q) algebra is consid-
ered. With a suitable change of basis one obtains the correct Poincare´ limit.
Therefore in order to obtain the most general Poincare´ supergravity theory
one can apply the map to the construction described in ref. [7].
8 Conclusions and discussion
We have constructed the locally supersymmetric extension of the most gen-
eral gravity theory in three dimensions leading to first order field equations
for the vielbein and the spin connection. We have seen that the construction
of this theory can be simplified by making use of a mapping between different
theories of gravity described in section 5. This mapping is obtained by a shift
in the spin connection of the form ωa → ωa+ βea. Notice that it is a special
feature of three dimensions that the spin connection can be dualized to have
one Lorentz index.
It is worth to point out that the mapping is useful also for finding solu-
tions. For example, it is known that the black hole solution with torsion [12]
has the same metric as the BTZ black hole but the spin connection is given
by ωa = ω˜a − βea, where ω˜a is the Riemannian connection. From our dis-
cussion, this result can be seen immediately. We know that the theory that
gives torsion −β can be obtained from the torsion-free theory by replacing
ω˜a with ωa+ βea everywhere in the action. This means that this mapping is
also a mapping between solutions of the two theories. Given that the BTZ
is a solution of the torsionless theory, the corresponding solution of the new
theory is simply ω = ω˜ − βe.
It is also interesting to study the black hole solution with torsion for its
thermodynamical properties. In fact it was shown [18, 19] that the black
hole entropy acquires a correction to the usual Bekenstein-Hawking formula
proportional to the inner horizon. Also the conserved charges of gravity with
torsion have been studied [20]. An interesting application is given by the
computation of the mass and angular momentum of the BTZ black hole with
torsion. It is found that there is a mixing between the integration constants
M and J which in the torsion free case are respectively the mass and angular
momentum. It should be possible to obtain the same results by use of the
mapping.
It would also be interesting to find the BPS states and the asymptotic
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dynamics of the here proposed supergravity model with torsion. By virtue of
the map presented here, one naturally expects that the boundary conditions
should generally be different for two different theories related by the map, so
that the physics of both theories is clearly inequivalent.
Note added: After the completion of this paper, the structure of asymp-
totic symmetries for the supergravity theory presented in Section 7 for the
case of N = 1 + 1 was studied in Ref. [21], where it was found that the
asymptotic Poisson bracket algebra of the canonical generators has the form
of two independent super-Virasoro algebras with different central charges.
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A Notation and conventions
We use the metric with the signature (−,+,+). The Levi-Civita symbol ǫabc
is totally antisymmetric with ǫ012 = 1, ǫ
012 = −1 and it satisfies the following
identities:
ǫabcǫ
ade = −(δdb δec − δebδdc ) , ǫabcǫabd = −2δdc .
The Dirac matrices satisfy the Clifford algebra {Γa,Γb} = 2ηab. We choose
Γ0 = iσx, Γ1 = σy, Γ2σz
where the σ’s are the usual Pauli matrices. Then we have the identity
Γab = −ǫabcΓc.
For a spinor ǫα we define the Majorana conjugate ǫ¯β := Cβαǫ
α, where C is
the charge conjugation matrix satisfying CT = −C and (CΓa)T = CΓa.
B Matrix representation of OSP (2|1) and con-
struction of the N = 1 Lagrangian
We choose a set of matrices that form a representation of the OSp(2|1) Lie
algebra (42) given by:
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Ja =
( −1
2
(Γa)
α
β 0
0 0
)
, Qσ =
(
0 1√
2
δασ
− 1√
2
Cσβ 0
)
. (55)
The OSp(2|1) connection defined as A = AaJa + ψα√lQα, in this represen-
tation takes the form
A =
(
−1
2
AaΓa
1√
2l
ψ
1√
2l
ψ¯ 0
)
(56)
Hence we can compute the curvature defined as F = dA+A2 reads
F =
(
−1
2
F aΓa +
1
2l
ψψ¯ 1√
2l
∇ψ
1√
2l
∇ψ¯ 0
)
(57)
Here ∇ is the covariant derivative is given by ∇ψ = dψ − 1
2
AaΓaψ. We can
use the fact that for Chern-Simons thoeries we have dL = 〈F2〉, where the
invariant four-form is the supertrace of F2 to write the Lagrangian in terms
of the components of A.
STr(F2) = 1
2
F aFa − 1
2
F aψ¯Γaψ − 1
l
∇ψ¯∇ψ (58)
= d
(
1
2
Lcs(A)− 1
l
ψ¯∇ψ
)
= dL. (59)
C Matrix representation for OSp(2|p) and the
construction of the N = p + q supergravity
Lagrangian
We have the following matrix representation of the OSp(2|p) Lie algebra
(46):
Ja =
( −1
2
(Γa)αβ 0
0 0
)
(60)
Mkl =
(
0 0
0 −(mkl)i j
)
(61)
Qkγ =
(
0 1√
2
δαγ δ
k
j
− 1√
2
Cγβη
ki 0
)
(62)
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Where (mkl)i j is defined as in eq.(47)
The matrix representation for the connection A = AaJa+ ψα√lQα− 12aklMkl
is
A =
(
−1
2
AaΓa
1√
2l
ψj
1√
2l
ψ¯i ai j
)
(63)
So the field strength F = dA+A2 becomes
F =
(
F + 1
2l
ψkψ¯
k 1√
2l
∇ψj
1√
2l
∇ψ¯i f ij + 12l ψ¯iψj
)
(64)
where we have defined the field strenght of the SO(P ) gauge field, f ij =
dai j + a
i
ka
k
j. We obtain then
Str[Fˆ 2] =
1
2
F aFa − fkjf jk − d(ψ¯k∇ψk) = dL (65)
So we obtain the Lagrangian
L =
1
2
LCS(A)− LCS(ai j)− ψ¯k∇ψk . (66)
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